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Bought two brother gams at 5 by Rodell Rurr, a red box F to meet.
Next brunch.

Wrote soliciting insurance.

Sundi in P. A. hotel with good breakfast
with Sallander and with some
and made some in a place
with work of dinner on
and some in a place
with some in to some end.

Dinner was also served.

The church contained very much
made by cloth — we had from
and see how. S. L. S. 15 in
and some in the golden hand in standard, it demanded
some was instilled to bed in
a restaurant and it is to
and some in the hand and
and some in an end.

all above were obtained by
my hand and by hand to
Sallander covered me
this was the second instruction
Document notes caused in Valba,
recommended by my friend and
ever believe will be of great
historical importance.

Mr. Seabury, Alexander and Breckin
have accepted it, and it
Monson's was generally supported.

Here 26, Sunday
Some days ago Mr. Seabury offered to
buildings, but nobody was keen for
him. A week in a council of fidelity, Riddle has just
decided it. Here was a characteristic
era! A trend to write the probity
into practical politics.

A man is clever if he
doesn't know anything

B. W. Knowl.

Continued service needed and
for buildings says Mr. Seabury.

"Mr. Seabury, what shall
shall this order be sent out?"

A man doesn't want to treat and sell
debtors' contracts - but.

The 23rd out of October

Long drawn out to him, Mr. Seabury
says hardly is easy and many think it
would go over to that. President has
now no legal authority to proceed.

A man's probity is what best
make a good contract.

This caused look, if it were
that we will not void
shall in the obligation of alternative.

To read, not seem to
know.

East built as a method of ending,
whether the law. The law.

and say to the - you know they are
obligation in such. Look out the look
will they were obligation in such.

And also would build up debt cease
on the field. It's true value, the
morals, it would declare a few
holders up our creditor in terms
an value of their good, values lay
would these look and they need
their field.

Finally expect that Mr. Seabury
Howard committed to duty.USD $2,500,000,000.00. The bonds are in denominations of $10,000,000.00 each, as evidenced by the attached certificate, which is acknowledged as a true copy of the bonds and the certificate of the Trustee as to the valid delivery of the same. The bonds are issued under the authority and with the consent of the Commissioner of the Treasury, as provided by law.
as the legal words venture
bullion was sung in both periods.
She wrote several papers, but that yielded a few-

sordid lot. He wrote:

suddenly the West, N.Y., and the N.J.
I ran to the fire with friends.
Some had to live or die. One was
swallowed up entirely in ten ten classes
of what should the

huller three to eat of the twenty
hearing have been very wise
in dearly went to love the of

money and to many. He once expected

normal but cumbersome.

This became a problem and numerous
were dead. A week or two after the gold in local habitats, told
at times in obstructions, and that
but nobody aboard was to
destroyed.

Debt

and the change to meet the

Woodin. He advised Reda to remain ever
and the debt that lines overwhelmed the
and the hangers fell; clock to bell to the
he had not been family accumulated all
the recent need, liquidate, the new very
better in hulks and few hulks. The new
he hulks wanted to be the better of the
broad: that every person knew people
being hulks ever; that Stones had
and been deep claim and Money's
substituted; that Stakes frequently
called into few hulks but of the end
of long conclusion, he caused not
his what hulks were coming at.

the Windsor called in me at 1:00 a.m. at 5 PM.

March 5, Thursday

Walter Williams, vice king, tells
for Colonel Reed of Chicago.
Agitate Sundays, March 26.

Bread large. I want a cheese bread
salt and sin of bread. I asked
him to account it was a meal.
was evidence enough for manipulators to cause a reference to first of June.

As to conditions which might lead the Bank to its decision to continue or change its position and policy for gold standard, it was determined at least partially an election of Andrew Jackson coincidental.

Cost paid we granted great to work for Chicago editor to decide in the matter but not determined to know directly.

Secretary Beatrice was elected for Assistant Treasury and next Deputy to be made

2) Sec. 2, secretary would go to meet these events.

As Secretary Ballantine would lay

as a 27 work.

In the record Ballantine was mentioned as a news from of the gold note, eliminating 21 but largely because on Sec. to raise the price currency legislation of had happened.

and in second most objects.

This preceded on announcement be made that the gold standard would continue the gold standard in interest.

Cost paid that under rules and draft the President would direct with less the gold standard immediately so by returning to main banking. 1 to keep the new under out of an old like gold standard temporarily and, the thought, would keep the deficit of domestic credit because

No credit were sent the gold, the steel to help been.

A word would then an end to help Ballantine yesterday that the President would not forward a dollar immediately go to carry out a sterling gold content. Even her course clear or a situation humanity in effect that the Bank in order to change and so another holiday that in

did not affect just in another hundred.
was evident in the manipulation to make it a reference to that of justice.

The matter involved in the order of that new and secret to which the President's appointment was to be made, and the details of that appointment, the appointment of a new secret

subsecretary given by the President, to the Navy and the Treasury.

This fact we should be prepared to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

He answered that there was, and that the secretaries were now busy to keep it so.

But on the 29th, and the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

The President said that the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

The President said that the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

The President said that the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

The President said that the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

The President said that the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.

The President said that the Senate, and the Senate, to work out the necessary's, to which it is now understood that is the matter here, but had determined to learn

directly.
The text of the new draft (b) is:

- 'Red Cross and relief agencies. Our
  representative, on leaving the
  building, found the Red Cross
  symbols prominently displayed on
  the outside of the building.

- 'The representative for the Red
  Cross was not able to enter,
  and asked that the building be
  vacated.

- 'The representative added that
  some arrangement would be made
  for the relief agencies.

- 'The representative requested
  that some arrangement be made
  for the relief agencies.'
Thursday, Nov 21.

I thought at the time death as a friend rather than an enemy, which belief
sent me away from the house.

Mr. Jones learned to love the Lord
Alcohol - forrest but now Peter de
Sequiter and John Carey, his only.

Two days after the Revolutionary war
Beater to bring lady, Mrs. without his
was going a house and came. The
Sequiter to which the certain church and
left me the house and lay based at
Oates for night with.

Mrs. Boreel (nee Sarah Langdon)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Wife</th>
<th>Father &amp; mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William</td>
<td>Alfred</td>
<td>Sophie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louise d'Ivory</td>
<td>Robert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dead</td>
<td>Married Miss Brooklet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sophie Boreel
Father & mother
both dead.
Rachel Hall called at Berlin

April 2. Sunday
Berlin wrote Sophie Burnell about Clarissa Stites who is going to
Charleston.
We went together with the climate doctor.
Sophie Burnell's Sunday

vonna North and Davenport, Anna Ann Boul

William Arnold, Paul, and the boys.
What has been done?
No doctors.
Another act, several weeks' length, in 10 inches' length
Sophie Burnell

April 3. Monday

Rachel married a new and раздел
changes in both sides; subsequently
of the "mother" by first cousin.
She requested him and ordered
him by us.
Artistic club and elsewhere,
changes. Preferred rather of letter
of him by letter.
Aunt Belle is with always to send

a letter to work. At certain hours
the officer, agreed to send us
letter to ally the. wrote after. Several
months had been declared 4.
She arranges for ride to the
raining dinner; invited Titus and
Mrs. French and did not include
Mrs. French.

Miss Ann Mableton called and asked
and find a nickel. She had the
ordered Sophie Burnell would write
her and let the Prance take where
that she would send very much
to collect the ten sly at already.

April 4. Tuesday

She writes and Burnell an executive
saves that a N.H. bond is bringing
necessary to others in present
change of plans; that it was told
in a letter written last by must and
Mrs. Mableton becoming of 30 in
death of her Edward Fuller on a
by must. He

agreed to make remarks up to the
made many how a contained
with her other N.H. bond.
Mr. Steved and his colleagues to decide what arrangements were to be made for the movement of goods to the coaling berth at the McLeod, and to bring the coal and steam into the railroad at Nebraska.

On May 1, 1913, the railway and railroad officials discussed the matter.

Henry M. Strickland, the assistant engineer, came to the railroad and explained that the coaling berth at the McLeod had been closed and that coal would be moved by train. He stated that the McLeod had received a telegram from headquarters in New York, which read: "We have received a call for coal at the McLeod, End. We have shipped coal by rail and have money on hand. We can supply coal at once."

On May 4, 1913, the railway and railroad officials met to discuss the matter.

Mr. Strickland explained that the coaling berth at the McLeod had been closed and that coal would be moved by train. He stated that the McLeod had received a call for coal at the McLeod, End. We have shipped coal by rail and have money on hand. We can supply coal at once.

The railway and railroad officials decided to proceed with the shipment of coal to the McLeod.


dedicated to the advancement of knowledge. This is a digitized copy of a historic document.
Received a very nice, long letter from "Sibby" Bond, dated about 4-30.

We attended a farewell party at "Larry" Arnold's house.
His family absented from the meeting.

Eran, whose incisive and gripping remarks, often, in such situations, are very necessary, gave an introduction to this beautiful place in this lovely in a century of English letters.

And wrote a long letter to "Sibby" Bond.

Writing Carol, wrote a letter to "Larry" Bond.
He's called on "Larry" Bond, who said he had planned an event with which he would like to have with letters to India.

About 7. Monday.

Rogers arrived late in the evening and found
that Larry had left on a trip. He called Mr. Arnold and was given a call to dinner in

About 8. Saturday.

Larry then went to London for a while. He was asked to lend a hand in a central bank.
He was asked not to lend his hand. He was asked not to lend to a bank of ten U.S.

Note: The text appears to be a handwritten diary entry with the date stamps indicating it was written on March 29, 1930.
on Thursday and tried to balance and very slowly the money developed for McPherson.
He also sent his bank down a check of ten notes with a twenty-cent coin in exchange of three dollars and seemed to think it would be enough.

The Ashfield & Company had had the 15% interest advances for to exchange went back to feudal and candle in London, in ground floor. He started off making the best money and was unable for ministers at

We dined at Caledon. Mrs. McPherson.
April 9, Sunday
We dined with Helen Drum.

April 10, Monday

Secretary (Donald) Williams sent them to good society under and incidentally says "The President is a

was sold, however. The central idea
authorized by the Board and would be managed by the Board, etc. etc. etc.

The London bank was what it
had remained — to have stepped on
in last meeting to London, also had
not been the necessity of being to
obstruct to cash of 12. London for
at least of their Board before

the trouble in London on last let me

paid in during an emergency
and it came during an incoming
way a check would involve mine

on much good

The check came of course two big

lendings that grew and after

attempts of getting to involve

the lending up to bleach

or to lend of balance to be cleared

by厘米 brought near the

lenders, e.g. endear of this,

right at which it can

Here is needed in each form

for claiming for Mahaffey — have

a fundamental way.
Came up through Illinois. Lincoln came to be bound as to hold him in book.

hit such a Roosevelt a copy of

conundrum (joke) between table, with a sound personal note.

April 11. Tuesday

Received long letter from Col. Vail dated Sunday 12/9.

in them called. It seems to be that Roosevelt was trying to test President's hand on the West.

April 12. Wed.

Letter from Col. Hallett to Ladd dropped addressed "Conundrum.

N.Y. same answers low degree

unfair.

This N.Y. knew send nothing that he was not been rejected as minister to Holland.

began told care that Chicago bureau what no candidate for Michigan and demand that rivers. he endured

Chamber only for a brief time as a clash in N.Y. that he knew was already ordered to Hallett because of the People's last direct

primary in 1929, and some because of the revolutionary of some facts.

in President's hand; third was

sizable; in both 16th and Senate are almost obtained to Hallett because of his understanding.

ability to have sizable; third of Hallett could San dean on revenue.

he said Hallet was a reason that

hills Stewart was at what bureau direct; third was charged Stewart would be attended a

Board & made revenue; that other thought he would be made under the 16th money; that three unjust & offered to love because in case an

international breach and unless as a N.Y. construction issue to be used given.

bureaucrat Roosevelt caught today.
Although few a Record remained to
make notable mention.

Taylor said there was a woman who
had the Stature of N.Y. would
be lost in round as known and
should be added to the
March 10, N.Y.; that there was a
woman from Harlem was very
healthy in N.Y. and that she could
well and very nicely into the
spring and the stability, was
also very better in the heat.

Taylor thought that changed recently
coincident with the end of the
summer from N.Y. towards the
heat, it could not denote any
reduction of stability or textures.

According to a letter, dated from
Mr. Cullen, further to Board of
New York, Merrell, Mr. Smith
and Holland, who were then
that change is sudden about
the first of the N.Y. line season.
He said several hundred thousand
of more lines already in
around at night but no other.

And yet these records. He sent the lead and
sent for N.Y. lines records. He applied of
these could be covered under the
funds and were sent commodities
Mar 10, Thursday.

J. B. Thistle, Solicitor.

Helen read that in June some years
ago a work article abounding knowing
from friends on Cape in the door, and
brought together the decision concerning
the line $15,000, but family for $2000.

Mr. Holland then went and found
a cable, interested during in front
of other line was from Neller, to see if
he knew to decline on brothers.

April 14, Wednesday
Letter from Under Sea Plankton to the deep
adverse "Legua".

April 15, Monday
Received salary check for $25.00
(15% Stale)

Frank to New York
March 9th

March 9th. 18

About 17. Monday.  

This morning, our vessel was ready to sail. We were informed that she was ready to sail at 9 A.M.  


About 16. The vessel was ready to sail.  

About 17. Monday.  


C.  

C.  

C.
Said Lady Emily about a little while ago that the Duke would never put anything up to paltry, if she could not, make money, name down and Esquire down the town.

Alan 19 cent.

Normandy's canvas these covered by no means of gold backing and for gold more supported, as the

time, and the broken earth would be kept from ease of wealth, as at least until Canada is debarred of owing shall return to gold standard.

This house with absolutely into the gold standard!

Norton, Normandy, may consider, can maintained time to mow of the door!

The French send to understand star on a succession of rebellion.
with dominoes included.

NR. 40, "Newful, New ful order served the 6th.

NR. 41, "Third day with reverse in warm weather.

NR. 42, "Lunch served NR. to awaiting a new bill going out from the 6th. To borrow 3 billion 240 M 240 M. To lend 240 M. To draw in 240 M. To borrow 3 billion of legal tender greenbacks 3 billion to issue refund to serve 3 billion of legal tender greenbacks 3 billion to issue refund to agree to serve 3 billion on development of gold 12 billion to 5% it to be.

The receiver both 240 M would be managed all refund 240 M. Legal tender greenbacks & cedvelnet. cedvelnet. Legal tender would include with all refunds. Because of refund. Legal tender would include 240 M to agree to issue 240 M. The refund to 240 M would bond in the number to serve. The receiver and the second service are not greenbacks & develop.

There was also a scheme ideally.
End to receive where bullion is &
100 million from any one. Got a
negotiation of debt. Uncle got to
credit. Swell have to - unless license
and start to worry about.

Morton told went that because was
evidently no occurred with
Narramore; that the times mostly
about their mother.

Morton said other than dealy was
behind Narramore; that he was
up and immediately before he
was next worthy to give him more.
He said briefly tactics in Britain.

Morton said the dealy and cues can
laugh at Brodie; that they
had bond. He had
impressed the belief of already
for two; that they had volition
in that the dealy could
and without its been
would have been his slice to
view by them or Narramore.

April 21. Friday.

Bond did not meet with Persians as
the broker even before April's care. Case
of night.

Morton that he knew that an later on
last dealy Narramore was probably
continued to all unhed; that late
in last alternative is being a test toward
creating immediate, market is already
a test directly at ass. As he tended;
that he believed Narramore through
the latter even economically should; that he, heiler, was inclined to
agree with him as to either.

Morton send the message that a month
before incoming. However, event
 Narramore and wished to to join in a
statement that the great standard
would never be lowered, is used
to that effect; that he did not
prove his really hard amount, of
course, it was negligible.

Last but that one way whether
Narramore to accept twenty night
last he was said that 23 thousand
or smart vote for the best example.
at eleven at 1651 and only 25 voted
against it; that a change of 5 vote
in Senate will have enabled force
to carry decision vote
at 3:45 to 7th and Roosevelt went
to White House and was presence
to Roosevelt, who made a very short
speech. He looked very tired.
He was very pleasant with very
calmly by 'clarke' in a loud voice.

City has not heard from Solfield
Barrel since ten o'clock yesterday.
and telegraphed them a letter about 12
p.m. that he would think to state the
City was not heard from before.
and state that the

Mrs. Ellis was called out at 12
and went at 1:30.

Mrs. Ellis was called up at 12
and went at 1:30.

Mrs. Edward was called up at 12
and went at 1:30.

Mrs. Ellis was called up at 12
and went at 1:30.

Mrs. Ellis was called up at 12
and went at 1:30.
The Bank acted on recent events.

He called for volunteers from France, the nation, the cabinet, and the House. James said the best known fact that the large need alleged to emerge because of politics, from which he said an idea under that change, several men not volatily but called for. He issued was a public and said that people were not responded and to sound the Mound under Georgia which would be a strain on you as been subjected to absolute control of this advent in America. He said the larger insurgents was a Bell doctrine.

He充分发挥 the idea. He said that there was immediately embittered of embittered below which may and the hot mind that helps had continued because reasons with deeply and thoroughly the larger another a large address. He said that at times has gone undetected gentlemen hard enough to build and he said at last after to understand and give Henry on

... securely to attend a lecture on currency w. the Federal Reserve. He made a better attempt about a New York debt order already the gold standard and constitution in the great, so elevating the gold dollar. He said it was entirely when we believed was begun to put together to see developments as a club built to operate ticket and contending. He found me sympathetically wrote was about to introduce once of hard headed by partly into force wanted now controlled by altar dilation. He said the real remedy by was trouble was to settle called child contending and build Canal the Union in gold standard and to understand those who had dealt it to utilities.

He said it known was opened to learn gold standard while we had voluntarily left it, which to him was how would preserve today.

And believe this be around being across the plate to see a farm and send to end in each be...
Mr. Harriman sent a dinner which the President found acceptable. The President asked for leaves to send to Moscow for 2 weeks or the current duties. Then he would return for dinner for the President. He was invited to the dinner, etc.

We went to a garden party at the British ambassador and met Bess and W. Kennan Macdonald.

He called on George D. McClellan.

In the morning at 9:30 we went to White House with Bess. We had lunch in the White House. After coffee with President Bess then Rodswell asked Better. When we left President R. said Bess—how well President Leesburg commands. But he has been working 16 hours the day. When we went and President R. and President R. stood in line and Bess asked Better.
April 20. Sunday

Started masses at 11 A.M. at the church, Miss grain soup thoroughly.
Went to church, being taken with influenza. Only lasted a little while. Miss
Students. Miss Simmons went in the kitchen and ate cool chicken.

April 25. Sunday

Schools Board took back our camille but expenses too. The crowded
rooms. We put in hay and tried to get in on teacher.

Butter was engaged for lunch but 1100 reached two to each of
weight and took lunch with him.

She came at 11 degrees and
we had a good lunch. She had
she intended to write my
date of about 2 weeks to
write, and expected to
stay a week, later at beloved
and immediately changed her
place and went on in a few days
her journey to New York and
shipped back fully to Boston.

Flew much. Butter took been bringing the
at not feeling any better but
he had to leave about one a
book that he had entrusted her
with the long letter. She gently
looked but the letter was
perfectly delivered, that she
was engaged to deliver him; that
she was in a hurry to the hotel
but that she was delivered to
write him in order to get the
letter on 2dly.

She left school at 7 a.m. and
began the school to go
across and we had a long talk.
She said she wanted to see the
doble cherry blossom so she
drove her down to see them and
came back 1st and got out of
my body while she was to
under the same drivers.

At 5 P.M. she called in Santa as
A year ten a letter to change
and brought her home.
She threw into her beloved
business money but a week two.
of the burned garden, the flowers to stay with the very, Naylor to stay and pull out in what ever way
she could and best to sit in a room at 9 yd. adown Lewis.
She said this would stand with a
jeweled white country, and would surely here the whistlings
leaves, of the hard wining.
She drew the beans to the tables
and then called a few four
Noreels who were out.

Mrs. Bulington called.

Mrs. Standord up town have called at
Mother and said has read now Noreels
interpreted with Pearl and it was
published in the N. Best wining.
She drained it now for him New Noreel

About 20. Lordday

Sarah Revell told me she don't
look white and says she
not buy it so much because al
would not accept. Roosevelt today

is very old gold standard. First time
two days now and tried on the
Maine Bond hold amount in Mar. 24.
But about days before he had
hold Noreels he desired to re
receive for membership - Bond,
at the time the old was imposed
in Secretary regulations under the
original order of President dealing
a band together and confirming
gold - in which often Bond was
unconscionable. He wrote to say
the gold standard badly in of
dwelling the least trend then
worse.

About 2.

Her last service at St. Agnes Church,
New York Avenue, in memory of
Anna.

Grant voted and to address offered
of 6.7 to buy them every, 25 to 50
and 50, and 50. I know the
reception best I think it would
send unknown least to it called
subject to 2 7/8. Mrs. eath was bought
The council should send lady Rennard and determine to despatch bull$s on 31st May and 1st June.

Rector claims to celebrate Easter and bring her Rennard to lunch at him. Not been able, unless she introduced him R.— a frost weather.

He Rennard sent to Rector—told him their were one lady who was ill. Placed? Is need try treat and got to his sickbed? Has heard nothing, has not sent to to understand him on the sending of cases and especially, she told Rector this would send out and let her know.

She also said she would write her husband to request tomorrow might and that she would write the Rover in his birthday. Rennard is coming for this, and wanted him on the journey to 300 miles.

And every A had to send a message to her Leader to with each other.
Mr. Meyer also had a row with
Wooden on Nov. 20 or to study
story. That she continued on this
without him to this be being real and
nothing but the way of initial
regulation as to be.

...series there was the change
from Mr. Meyer's position.

...read the change was decreased
with described gives to be or Amusement.
...was not returned, for the
and did not reconcile it. The
changes were finally considered a
decided to caused the decision by the
money. Low Meyer kept one sent a
low demand saying he could be
attached whenever any time took us,
but the low never voted.

...Frankly.

...received a described word later
yesterday for reduc [illegible] on
Frankly.
April 28. Friday
The state of the White House to need improvement. I miss it.

April 29. Saturday
Attended at Harvard club. Two friends called, asked for something to eat. We dined on fresh fish. We discussed business.

April 30. Sunday
Presidents day. All churches were open for services.

May 1. Monday
Attended a meeting and the State Board, dated about 70.

Announcement:

And to the club and gave him substantial subscriptions, just what they demanded. They would refund ten.

He sent the bill to the President, that he could receive and return when they sent more in than ten. He paid them eleven.

Dinner at White House. The President gave the address to the Assembly. The President, the President, the President, the President, the President, the President.

April 25. Friday
Sun glasses yesterday showed a short attack of inflammation in my eyes.

Dinner with Dean Mayo, Dr. Bennett, and President of Harvard.

Henry called. He seemed very much disturbed about something. The end of writing reflects the second line of writing that he had sent me a letter on page twenty.

Henry said:

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, Miss Smith, Miss Taylor, Miss Brown, Miss Jones, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Smith, Miss Brown, Miss Taylor.
May 2, Monday

The bank has declined to remit $200 in gold. The dollars are more valuable in England, and above all abroad, and hope in immediate to send it on debt due by government. Need the money to avoid

Unresting, extraordinary!

Mrs. A.

On May 1, a letter from Mr. A. arrived. He wished a letter dated also 20 on the 1st, stating that he was unable to obtain another bond, so the note cleared against to them. He wants $10,000. It suits, while offering him the note needed to pay with $20,000 other 1 year.

He also enclosed a letter in reply by Mr. To the Norman deed, saying

May 29, uncle Schlie Shor in case of

Democratic, etc.

Mrs. A. tells us with this,

early from Mr. to the new store

and called his and asked to

drive with us tonight.

Later she called us and asked if the would come tomorrow. He slowly replied. He said, and we may not be able to come. We'd like to invite them, and she could come.

The Mayor made several requests. He called me back home and asks if the President would arrive to the Wilson home next Tuesday.
May 2. Thursday

Seddie Bullard came to my chamber at 7:30 and we decided to walk. Auntie and I went to walk at 8:00. After that decision, I saw Florence, see 5:00.

At 10:15 we left Seddie to dress around, and my nurse and I went to the store to buy some food.

She said that she had a statement in New York on deposit and mentioned that Seddie had been discharged!

I asked her about the abandonment of self-standard and her own behavior. She replied that she would try to behave better, that we would get along well, and that Seddie lived in the excitement of the new world.

May 3. Thursday

He handed me a packet with 11.15 to 12 and then both went down to church. We went back and spent our hours together, and then to bed. I remember in the other day's reading, the package was to be shipped. They were all right.

We then dressed her back to New York, she says to dress with our Sunday.

I asked her how to write a letter to a friend, her letters to be short, and her dear to be short. She told me that Seddie would write very, very dear, but that she would not.
was considerable to gold which to alspand
of gond standard in June 1931 G

It was; that was of he will the
involving of British Exchange had
for million dollars with 10s. and
the gond standard; that the ended
and its colapsed or 5 hins and
touched. East End to Where it: that
the N of Netherland lead of
million in dollars and leads
to have it made good and bad
waps it A. second one has
way in bare to consume and then
she turned in half.

1 she ever, television, next summer.

She was very much of retail on
her flesh and send she was
beginning on for manipulated
it did not advantage line
the laughed. Berlin to go to Norway
and claimed to whether
Britain move him ever of the
day with was Norway

Britain moved: Conserved said:

was a letter; saying of the eventually
for him to last take him in hand
writing, it was so declared on foot.

for both could have to take to
an are a way the books cut any
and doing are we through a test market.

May 2. Wed.

to drink cat milk some peculiar
mention of broth, to listen.html
who wished very pleasantly that
the never had accepted cat as a
brother, but closely as a cousin;
adding that she already used a
brother. She then added that "brother"
really did not mean much of regard
or affection, but rather of duty, no
mother knew disagreeable a broth
might be.

East was entirely crouched as his
two was held on that she
regarded him and it had an
brother and sister.

carried she said it somewhere
just as she was Wednesday
May 6. Sunday

The Helen left for Syracuse the 6th.

Monday.


day, the usual speech of the chairman, but added an appeal to Harlem, to continue

May 5. Sat.

The Meyer had unexpectedly arrived. Nevertheless, the next day he sent his son to
deep him to stay over a day or two longer.

We attended a reception at Mrs. Ambrose to meet Mr. Schacht, President of

May 4. Friday

The Meyer had unexpectedly arrived. Nevertheless, the next day he sent his son to
deep him to stay over a day or two longer.

We attended a reception at Mrs. Ambrose to meet Mr. Schacht, President of

Edith Helen arrived with us.

May 3. Thursday

Edith Helen left for Syracuse.

Sunday, May 6.

Harriet Meyer letter came, she said secretly to celebrate Mr.

Pearson got to the hotel. parsley greeting

May 5. She also sent Mr. Meyer and sent him a letter. The letter arrived

May 2 and arrived day was especially
ten a ten o'clock and

sunday, a letter from the ambassador to

American sent this letter. His letter means that we can stop to

Mr. Meyer, and rest! The letter we always appeal to

we are reconciled to mean Mr. Meyer

we are reconciled to mean that Mr. Meyer

we are reconciled to mean that Mr. Meyer
enclosed travel order check not enough authority for the State Bond.

Soldier Reel came to dinner at 7.30.

Mr. and Mrs. Rice and Mr. and Mrs. Heins and Honor's two people. Service is to be served at 6.

Mr. Heins to say any and that, is what Mr. Rice.

She knew it was warm.

Mr. Heins wrote the letter to Mr. Rice.

cost two bits, about seven cents. He said the letter was signed "Susan" and "Robert," he appealed to addressee for sending to correct. He noted one of his letters. She laughed and said in the corning it released the very needs. She said he notes "sent" the very letter to him.

cost seven bits.

Mary and unidentified cost called on Auntie of William "Mrs." and the at once not a case from Tobin to Cordelia.ology, and cost so everybody was. 

Navy left at Bend to toto today. 

516 Church. He was.

called me and wanted me to go to the Christmas party in Saturday and to bring my coat for wanted. He said to would mind me of State on State.

Cost of and called into Tobin's Baed and asked him to be called in.

She wanted to lend money but no money definitely tomorrow morning.

Bette lived the at kindness of 

Harold Rice wrote that" just like lerda" alluded letter that cost "AAA" received yet in lunch with been "Newell" and / believe and him his his whole story.

Bette at once wrote back in was phone him and be today, under him "Newell". Themed his Bette and

All his time devoted guests.

I believe that Bette longed to whole Miller absolutely wrong for her of M" and
They came to Nancy and Aurel. came in to C.E.H office. I don't know about the government. I have heard news to say things were going to want the bond how much would be a needle. A friend Leonard was once in Europe, but that was a terrible two to three. I think Ned was to see her. The news of mississippi river was to some other. I think Ned was to see her. The news of mississippi river was to some other. I think Ned was to see her.

They wanted her to come in a day. I don't know, in the shape of some days. I think Ned was to see her. The news of mississippi river was to some other. I think Ned was to see her.
June 1. Troops with 11th Kansas over the Blue Lick and in pursuit of the Indians. The scouts reported finding the Indians to be disorganized and scattered. "But I didn't do it!"

Two captured with horses, one was evidently very much frightened. It seemed he had wandered lost in the woods near the river, and was ready to return so that normally could reach a good man. Then he was captured.

May 11. Sketched several maps and dealt with the idea that the Indians had been driven back by the other troops to obtain a defense. Each time he was writing on blank, but all the time remained true. He was, in fact, in conflict with the Stockton line, that meant with normal to early April. The Indians would not meet the, although as a fact, the news mostly about it, but we move and move slowly to more with the idea of trying to return. The incident was very successfully.

May 11. Monday. We cross a new bound. - O'Connor. The appointment seems to be a friendly treaty and we are a Deputy with no opportunity in talking. The incident was very happily.

Came home - we have

We took the with Mrs. Stetson.

Madame von Keyser and Father Mechal.
May 12, 1863

Sithia Bollard came to Nancy at 12:30. Nancy thought she was coming to play in the garden. She had two camels but had not time to have a meal of rice on the land to be back at leisure at about 1 P.M.

And so the enemy advanced again. The town of Nancy came to beg a barrel of hard tack. The company must broaden the farm out as much as possible to advance a little way, needs of many.

The Black general read a document to his officers who seemed pleased and contented and had done an order

hills down about Neapolitan
Porsche! He seems to have been used and very trained, and

Sithia read today an order that the enemy was to be defended by a line of both sides and the staple of the enemy, and the line held firmly to get bankers in Black, being ready to mobilize men. He read Sihia that evening at the cold night day of our last to leave that Black had two rounds of

two blacks and did not even to talk to and asked them in every way to get the second, then a

At 5:30 Sitalia Bollard called 20s down the land to pay to the men around the blunder. The cavalry accosted the officer to drive but seemed rather distant, each asking it in council how to get it. They were running and they said the cannon had the Neapolitan round trained on some, wrote the. But sent the rounds and the rounds of the cannon came at once into Neapolitan

She said the Neapolitan almost to the
of a letter he had received on the 24th but, she added, the check went fast and what it was about. We became friends through correspondence. One day when she told me the whole story, I was almost an affronted letter.

Two days after that, after much thought and deliberation, Mr. and Mrs. Hays were sold to the Colgate ship. The ship, I was told, was a very old ship and in brand, and happy the crew would go to the harbor in Baltimore and be thoroughly examined and would be sent to the harbor. I was almost an affronted letter.

They left the ship and went to Europe probably time to New York, where they slept many days and would leave the ship. On getting off the ship, they were on their way to Europe. On leaving the ship, they were on their way to Europe.

The next day, a man to Baltimore and across the ship. They were hungry. They had eaten little or nothing. They were hungry and had eaten little or nothing. They were hungry and had eaten little or nothing.

May 19. The Colgate ship arrived in New York. To lunch and have some. The lunch and have some. The lunch and have some.
Afterward we crossed over to the Pond and she took several pictures of it and Mt. Holyoke. Then Edna went along with the Shrubs, one of them, and Ed and I left

After she drove Sophie toward the hotel she would make a quick stop in the city and get some coffee. Then they went to walk on the main line.

She turned to the shore and saw a large sailboat on the water. She got in the car and took the 3rd fare to the hotel. She then went to check in the hotel and see the people there and wrote a letter of attempt to go to Canada.

They got back to the hotel and decided to go to the station. But then we were cutting it too close.

On the train Mr. Nash explained that his relatives were coming. We had to wait to try again.

Sophie lived in a very attractive village near a

From Gravelles, always being up to no good

The service was great to begin with. He had one very large automobile etc.

Eventually, had to go to some other place.

She had the idea that she might go to Canada, but was very sorry about it. She decided to take the train. She went to the station and asked for a coach and

Some people were in the hotel who were there to see her off.

On the train Mr. Nash explained how to get to the station and asked for a coach. The 3rd fare was about $3.

Edna wrote to Ed. Colleen. She wrote to Edna.
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May 16, Monday

Mrs. Smith wrotedatal European club to send word of a 10 day event and asked
Mrs. Smith wrote the club to send word that she can leave a room of
club to invite

and Mr. Smith should stay in and prepare a meeting program.

My brother in Los Angeles presented a friend who was a correspondence of
the MNC. The NMC and NFT

need a number of dollars to send a
10th item of success that...

and that his concerned with
carry in boxes who
and the

needed the dollars needed were
and has

needed to be bound to have an order
agreed to by the collector. He sends them
and could be a guarantor of

Mr. Smith sent the note to the
Mr. Smith sent the note to the
Mr. Smith sent the note to the
Mr. Smith sent the note to the
Sunday morning was ushered Craft to
Penn. of 5 to Wednesday a definite
then weekly all of already to
Edward W. Leonard & later with
President Roosevelt.

Ex. 11. West to Subles Brown.

At 11 in. over his career.

May 17. West.

Subles Brown wrote Austen a day
letter from Models, and William
Leonard from Pennsylvania city and
the President; went to President's draft
of his authority. President to demand
a trip to New York where we had
available security in New York.

May 17, they in order to bring in 6
delegates, to write 6 to N.Y. to
understand necessary information
accompanied by Sen. of Money and
Agrep in huge fission sent to
close any book.

The suggested some changes we
were prepared.

Jim Black said to West after
came Said Roosevelt who were
much相关内容 with the
government. He elected by N.Y. and

Martin comfort. East at 6 or
West Black and Abraham. W. of
Penn. 4. of 6 to when had joined the
late President.

Jim Black was there who admitted
the President plan.

Jim Black had 6. of the Council's
sent a head of the Council, to lend
the book to the head
around 10 or 10 eyes: Head Council
sent the book to the head
recommended and the head council.

Counts. He called long hours
and part of

James send two other day stable
more considerable. The reason was
Harrington's reason and still because was
delighted.

Called in Rachel Hale.

Sent West again a letter. Lonely by
for the reason to submit. Black
and inclusion another 6 to which he
said a telephone to send in the
May 15. Kennedy says he sent 25,000,000 francs to London last night. I may have him 250,000. He said he was going to send him 750,000 more. He seems to have not lost confidence in himself, and is encouraging everyone to do well.

Eve Black wrote that the French went over the line at the regiment of 1,700 reinforced.

Eve Black wrote that there was a great deal of fighting in the line and that the French lost 200.

Eve Black is said to have stated that the French were able to hold the enemy in the line and that they lost 200.

May 16. Eve Black tells us that the French were able to hold the enemy in the line and that they lost 200.

The letter from President Kennedy and his message.

President Kennedy yesterday sent 25,000,000 francs to London. He was a word transaction, coming and that the agent on the 25th of this year.

He says that he is in the sense to send it to London, to be succeeded by Dr. Balfour, who is on the line.

May 19. Today, Bobbie Kennedy writes, and a very important letter from D. G. dated yesterday.

Helen and Sir Henry Johnson is actually near the front, and Helen left the front to be in the front.

Roosevelt told his friend that he had ordered the French to maintain their position.

Roosevelt told his friend that he had ordered his men to maintain their position, and to send a message of strategy after.
an distinguished for defences of monument and from a surprise such would have by them.

The place kid cost to new Roosevelt yesterday. Mr. Corcoran stated they could simply without expense and had Roosevelt send Bond and some.

-elements

The place suggested least cost at 3 but for to new Roosevelt directly cost little cost and cost agreed that him with probably he never brought them trouble.

The place send, in relation, so agreed with this.

They came up to say good bye. He seems impatient. He was very polite against his great looks.

We had him send word of claim at town not. He did.

Hand write a remittance last.

The James Roosevelt known of the aftermid morning office nerves to the next by Roosevelt and a very much disturbed over it.

cost subdue the Nellie not seem am to say then to her Roosevelt and believe it may seem to be a faded marathon.

May 20 Sat.

We had lunch to see Nellie's secretary saying they were an unimportant friend of bulle and of State who wanted him to think in any way in taking water then he would be glad to do to

the Nervous of Nellie not she send to the secretary over to say that the had found out of anything at Yerdm 20 feet perfect where he would return to circumstances excellent a started at 20. Cost wrote to know

The same came reply to her of the other turned in at night seven or eleven days during including Roosevelt had ventured across the hill.
May 21. Sunday.

May 21. Sunday.

We traveled to Senator Peter's.

May 22. Monday.

East winter Sadler Forest.

The Black trappers to North America.

and understand their dreams &

We see the Athabascan.

The hair

We understand that our people had

in the mountains & enjoying the wilderness.

This land, they share the resources

in hundreds varying, and also understand that no hunting lands

should be taken in part.

Our home was called.

The Black said it was wonderful

of a beautiful country. His land

in the area settled by local

gold mine.

This said excellent. At least some of

the words were conditiond.

This is a dream of English land.

In which practically land certainly has

descended by the land itself in its

to various land masses of their own.

England, in a distinct fashion.

of a people.

the change or it appears in gold should be exchanged

and dollars substituted.

and shall that while nominal land

substantially exchanged much of

new bonds, they are ineshadows,

yet dead and otherwise to friends

that they should not made clear.

and books that matter of much new

bonds with nominal instruments

and revealed any long them through

a vast and made in bond service.

and books that draw in much new

bonds with nominal instruments

and revealed any long them through

a vast and made in bond service.

and books that draw in much new

bonds with nominal instruments

and revealed any long them through

a vast and made in bond service.
May 23, Monday

This came to when asked Brevard, Noon. Long, Henley, Thomson, went with the printed and the Press

Jewett away at Northside and another handle were and was

sent.

At 1:30 the Black said he could

handle hand gave it hand -

and had two ten cent had

wrote to buy 25 million of

that been done now.

and said how was report to

run and used but he would

dike to have borrowed now.

With the Yellow in 1906 to hand

on the death of Mulholland.

which showed fact came

the least when less mostly he

[Continued...]

The White had declined 4.5 billion

Cons said 2.5 million in but a deal

on his granted and in Philadelphia. It

well not much bitterness between a

large meeting. His then believed that

the 200,000 in telltelling and

continued.

The life line of credit mainly handle

and been continued to Mak.

son asked Tuesday and cool broke

many felt around brothers and of

a letter sent hand been at the

meeting the would wanted now been delivered.

Packer nursing last 12-16 Shreve to

be substituted a showing arrested

handle in minutes had been. He had

in means determined that 20,000

thousand at 300 old fashioned in

foreign troubled. He heard the called

down, leaning him over day who

sets combinations of the time

and seem he had to break him under

the hub and day to reach the

next.

The Black said Shreve said to

did not like the threatened less
Dear Mr. Weeks,

I was most surprised and pleased to receive your letter, dated September 13th, expressing your interest in the possibility of my coming to London. I have read your letter carefully and am very much interested in the prospect of working with you.

The matter is of much importance to me, and I would appreciate any information you can provide about the position and the company. I believe that my qualifications and experience would make me a valuable asset to your organization.

Please let me know at your earliest convenience whether you would be willing to consider my application for the position. I am anxiously awaiting your response.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Enclosures:

[List of enclosures]
of the world, saying the end was nigh.

As a last gesture, Rogers knew he would have to leave a large sum of money behind.

He suggested a lasting ten dollar bill
in his pocket and told his friends

How can I help you Black a lesson.

He led and said, 

Said, 

"The Black men are being dealt with. We must stand united and

The Black men are already dead and misled."

The banker said the money was not his but to buy $5 million absolutely false. So long as we know it was a regular transaction with a sound good credit"
Next received letter from Dobles.
Arrived from Dublin, Clark, Clerk, on board the lines to Fort Worth, about Friday May 23.

As in New. Two members of their party called in to do. and four
while doing six. Candor, rewarded them.
I believe very good.

Ess called at Dublin and left a bill of thanks for Dobles. It was not.

See lots secretary called me and
helped easy to come to the theme

Tuesday, May 25.

The public announces that
buyers have sold stocks in two
earlier to favored members of
firms for below their market
value. Among them, Poore
was the Brokering House.

We had, with the... at Dublin.

He said Soltes said was not the
most intelligent and attractive
women. The most was not; that she
was also a remarkable image;
that she was just a woman of
fame at sea and dunes and
commmended him at all.

He said Soltes was tremendously
interested and expected was not
here. Elliot said he and Soltes
knew better or nothing about the
market. Elliot said: "I Intelligence
is still required? Killarney
richard with me. I say,
I!" He then added: "It was certainly
very round a meal!

Elliot issued the minutes that
the abstinent meal may come after
all.

In the afternoon to lunch about

How about Mrs. Elliot said he
and her. Her deceased a month ago
but Paris meeting. Elliot added
that a President might be
a strong toned friend in...
July 26, 1942

At 3 PM, 1st Lt. Jones called on Mr. Black. After much talking, they went to a room where a friend of theirs is stationed. There, they discussed the situation.

Mr. Black is a friend of Phillips and visited him last night. He is a friend of the family and speaks highly of Mr. Jones.

Mr. Jones introduced himself in a friendly manner. He introduced his wife as the wife of a man who has been in the service for many years.

Mr. Jones mentioned that he had received a letter from a friend in Japan.

On May 29, 1942, Mr. Jones received a letter from his brother, who is in the military. The letter contains some important information.

Mr. Jones forwarded a copy of the letter.
dated May 27, 1919, an account of 

Here is a simply given blank.

He was very bitter about the treatment

of Rudolph, who was sent to 

the United States. Said he was in 

the habit of sending money to 19th 

and did not agree with him but the 

fact that money should have 

been given.

May 31, 1919

J.W. Clark had just left on Monday 

and Shugart had the letter. I wanted 

to send him and the letter 

to attend a conference of the 

C. C. C. Commissioners; but late it was 

decided not to rejoin but to send 

him to New York and I learn; but 

but I had 

get Shugart and so the letter to the 

Clark was not needed. A. Stone's 

letter was sent to the President and 

Chancellor. Said he had determined 

to send him to New York as an 

adviser to 

Shugart; and if he had a conference of 

Congress have been called, the letter to 

attend an important meeting, New York.

J.W. Clark was sent to New York, advised 

the effect of Shugart and to arrange to 

Chicago to Y.M.C.A. and about 10 and 

not 20; that blankets and food 

are sent and 20 meals, the 

arrangement was made 

and the goods were sent as if the 

Chicago of our offices were not. 

He called me to say that they were all 

Shugart's energy! I hope so.
May 21

[Handwritten text discussing farm work and events]
contributed $58 million of their surplus to the ceasefire fund. Colburn mentioned that the $58 million left in the
account is $76 million. He had agreed it was $76 million. However, the account
amounted to $58 million. Colburn suggested neglecting the

Althou...he was...to meet the

Althou...undoubt...we meet...4 PM.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...united...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.

Althou...very severe...not...Brood...Colburn...by...set...the...gold.
June 2. Nedly

A telegraph for Mr. Rounds at the
anchor and winter were to letter.

Round sent the money that
Moore sent to try to bond our
obligation to guarantee our, reliably and
sincerely. Nabled declines.

Mr. Rounds was booked at a Red
sneak, when bond was bought and
lost have over 10 million to exclud
sincerely. Red book in the evening
irregular in fund, while we had any
5 billion and the volume could
only 13 billion, we had sold and used
90 billion to try 90 billion. Mr.
officer, we took 120 million of
France at 7000 120 million
vrenier with which to long time?

The Black said we were at 12
Yen, beneath yesterday. Credit
Mr. Black, Woonin, Bubicheka,
Ran, Stigare and 1 President Rounds.

Rounds wanted in 4 months over
the Bonding area and also agreed
with Moore's agent not to pay my
150 million of them to be calculated to
the new debased of debits contracts.

Mr. Black said the other, decision had
been intended too. In the area about to bond but the evidence
the NPC to have unfounded checks
for about 2 million.

Sir John Moorehead died in London. He
was 59 years of age. Allots of Bank
change in London. He and lady Moorehead
were very close friends to Anna. He used
frequently to play near long time with
and wife fellows.

The lunch. Port was said to follow
today for 600 cases. The lecture number of
not had book led to that same
year ago Eugene larger without
smallest for X, but new two set
it at a London meal.
June 6, Sat.

Retired after a Ike Vickers of Nebraska, and his combattant of
City of Chicago, an agent of N.W. Bank.

Arms are desired
as bullets seem urgent, indering
the reason it been abandoned.

Armistice by recently sending
up to N.W. a telegram, to
desire them to send and issuing
up to N.W. again.

It was asbled to coincide
in a N.W. themselves, and submit.

J une 7, Sunday.

Dockers direct an end to the Union
to him, send very letters on to the

Miss him in Chicago by East City
Post. He had read. May past
story in leather. May 27.

Send Doc., the man would send to
Berlin, Skott, and Westen.

June 5, Monday

Received letter from Schott, Holz, on to Ken Ad. Send theanswer read
the seven State memorials. Letter
dated Sat. June 3.

Alma Bryden, and Edre Schott, live well.

June 6, Tuesday

George said today that recently Canada
Black went to Armstrong and advised
abstain of Tonkawa in the N.W. Med.;
but Armstrong send to comfort abstain
him; that wonder with Tonkawa. Left
the next day. The Polish Cherokees
abstain from being announced.

June 6, Tuesday. 

Left Wesley C. Trebushin in TN. Send
Verna Tyree was appointed equally of
many week; 7000 on a deal as 5
Utah Sauer hand in ground of 50
accoutrement. In his last letter to
Rodman, he at least one of 51 of olders
of the and U.S. hand until 8, and
the case was Davies in our over 8.

277-7 1/5 30. Although two funds
were elected. In the At.

The N.W. weather. Woody announced.
The cattle were perfectly leads, but
hand and bellow names. The abdomen
of the cow bound with a white
thread. The rear bovine neck obtained &
so emptied.

Allen of Mrs. St. Louis came Thursday.

A. - The Mrs. Mrs. and
Marriage of Mrs. Mrs. Bridel
Tey thinv numbe accorde me
as advertised

A few days thinv as advertised we
enrolled.

Yet Black age.

C. r. Avg., invited the Mrs. Came
planted to watch strongly the
how and investment today of
the bank.

Hudson.

No, until 10th the 1st of the year
to watch how the cow always
pomme. Then to Mrs.

| Envelope | 9c | 2c

1. 20s. to 80s. in every few
other thinv was blonged
in the abov ivent in which made
the bellow broke from 100 to
about 20

Intrud entered that any of
He had called a lecture room three or four times with the result that he had never been an object of notice or interest to a head. He had no lost the pleasant feeling of moving. He had been a collector of a temple, but absolutely tried to avoid any religious influence.

He had held ten the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.

The head had sent the counsel and counsel on religion and religion of clerical and religious influence.
Friday, Sept.

Said he would call on me to retire from his law office in the evening, and hang the want and very much.

She said she would soon be called to retire too Sunday, and that he would write fast for an arrival.

He said that a few minutes, if he had time, he would call on me, and said he left me to retire from his law office. He said that he would be the best means of the experiment, as he recommended him, etc. etc. etc.

Dear lady, he would like him agreed to Mrs.

The best at worst able place he

He said he would agree with me in a letter from Mrs. of him to Roosevelt, who sent it to me.

He made a brief word on behalf of him on this, and left hanging interested in which this should come to me.

This is a recent misunderstandment, regret! The student are

He said that one and only one that Roosevelt in second are, a few

She said he was always ancient at to see what; that he allows only what cheap enough to break an under to demonstrate times that he has been bound over wholesale of the "were tried" without confidence of what could it have been him; that he has been forced to the beguiled with an address of second remarkable, a few of National leaders. He learned in among ahead; that the been brought will be evidence of having an alibi, and was there Roosevelt holding the boy. Real

She said he could not properly believe of Roosevelt until the alibi for President. He learned of this by knowing themselves and case up freely Metcalfe in our alibi!
June 8, 1919.

Had tea with Mr. and Mrs. H. at lunch at Corner Club and met the rest of club for meal of.

Ladies dining room

June 9, 1919.

I visited from New York last week, and was immediately referred to: corner within club where the old lady sat. I was limited to attend that lady was connected with the club. This old lady was a jewel. She was one of the better of clients and referred to "Corner Charlie."

June 10, 1919.

Called on E. Warner and compound and tea in his home.

He said he had just been taken of the book by caprice and the US was about to go off the war. The war still was clearly feeling its hand.
We heard at every place that wrote behind Huffer.

Jan 12. Sunday.
The company agreed to the county bill.

I heard them with only 3 minority votes.

Late 7th. Mr. Lewis also heard the news.

I received a very long letter from Sophie Randel. (Saturday, January 11th.)

Jan 15. Sunday.
I wrote Sophie Randel.

Mr. Black said the article from the N.Y.C. is the result of some harrassment a job and to send the manuscript, but after reading, wound it back to Mr. Black that he was merely a stock drop and a holdover, and was not fit for any trouble. Mr. N.Z. sent the money.

Who signed it to the secretary. What will Reverend do now?

Mr. Black said Huffer Teohband that he tried hard to help in the House.

Mr. Lewis from Lewis and Stoddard.

If it could the absolutely unanswerable to anything in the Examiner.

Conference ready and wanted some slothbuck apartment instead of.

Even downward, below U.S. House and Stoddard.

June 14. Lord.

Mr. Lewis. Sophie Randel sent me her photograph, which was written: "To my former friend, with love.

Charles Randel. Washington, June 16, 1923"
July 15. Thursday.

Mr. Black sent the notes and instructed us to attend a conference of governors, office officers, and the administrative heads to consider credit and other financial questions. In B's case he had agreed not to be included to attend, so we felt it was necessary to attend.

Mr. Black said it was understood that we would not be asked to attend, so we felt it was necessary to attend.

Merriam said he had received a letter from the chairman of the board of directors of the New York Stock Exchange, expressing his views on the situation.

We can take the decision seriously, he said.

Mr. Black had made a decision about the New York Stock Exchange. He also reminded us that he had considered the decision.

In the day, Mr. Black used a telephone to call the New York Stock Exchange, to explain that an exchange of stock would not be accepted by either city. Kansas and...
U.S. should establish funding about $100 million, thus the Federal Reserve
would extend Treasury to be used in standby
funds in U.S. and in Canada
by the banks... when drawn for
below an agreed point in Canada
and the amount involved would be
covered by the 1033. home
office for our account 3. when we
used funds to meet necessity
there we would acquire 10
against gold covered
of Mr. W. N. 40 years of age
at 45 years old other
the Mr. W. N. could make
attorneys the subject to Dallas
Mr. N. and his children.
Goldman, said any such standby
agreement would be better because cheap
rate foreign credits and slightly
down domestic rates.
We all agreed that we should
not be rushed and we all
agreed that we would
not be rushed or under
any great pressure in this
matter, but we were

In the night we thought
the Anglo-American
$7 and about $5 million
as would clear its demand that
the N. P. had agreed to lend
to a mortgage Co. to be formed by the
bank so that the loan could not
be used on a duplicity of the loan.
Then the bank which would

June 9. Friday
Goldman, at lunch, said the dollar
was much of the standby.
Wednesday, he said it would ever
several European to reach an agreement
in Canada and U.S., which would
make that money always would not
a little and on U.S. wound from
an now they are walking along
him ahead. He thought it would
be to find the French credit
be given to the German banks.

He said even a balance in the
standard would not be
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not want to sketchy new route on

He explained above how to copy

he would buy a stock from

or New York buildings and the

drew in left hand corner in

or elsewhere. Otherwise trailing

of Miss would mention me another.

in 4th room to call him Whit and

have a draft in N.Y. for Kaye

w. much by and drew in

tell draft in other names of

deal.

in Black and Newn and

wondered our capacity with things

because he has gone there in

improvise an to collect the as

drug from him to him.

in general Newn and said

agreed to above idea.

Edwardson said he of the

inattentive manner to

edwardson wanted 100

for check and in the

check. He agreed with

sent to

in exchange.

in N.Y. room sent letters for yesterday

he from ten apartment would go

Newn called and sent to tell

Newn and came while he returned

then and least he think would

a terrible mistake in nearly the

W. Brand completely demur what;

that Newn and sent to agreed that

then should have come to

and least when did they

were made; but of the had been

and received long before.

cost sent to receive a quickened,

flawing without its character

at least a Newn, which

further gave to leave, who said

would show it to Newn.

in Gilson send to check and Calvin

would check and show it to Newn.

Then sent letter admitted to be

hot hand her letter to leave other

then but was called for ten by

Newn and left the really knew

nothing of it eventually.

Then send Newn were showed!
to hundreds on nearly ten miles
in S 3 story merchant warehouses.
where he, Mr. Young, knew the
and runners were delivered.
and Mrs. Rushmore. Mr. Young
in the cars and delivered it.


June 17th, 1846
Mr. Young and Mr. Sophia,
Young visited yesterday, saying she was
the mail for the next day
and would write to Mr. Newman
immediately.

June 18th, 1846

Mr. Rushmore sent a letter to Mr. Sophia
Young in care of Mr. Newman.
A letter was received from Mr. Sophia
Young in care of Mr. Newman.

June 19th, 1846

Mr. Newman, merchant, and
Sedgwick a few miles from
Newport. It was a very
wonderful letter and contained
some interesting information.

Mr. Newman's address is:

6 East Main St., Newport, Ky.

Sedgwick's address is:

6 East Main St., Newport, Ky.
June 22. Monday
     and arrive with for Subbus
     meet at Newcomb hotel early.

     met with Subbus Band at
     Newcomb.

     attended Commencement dinner
     at Judiciary.

     called at Subbus Club
     with Arthur Warren
     dinner at Oak. 6-7 P.M.

June 23. Tuesday
     Catherine went with two
     children to luncheon at 5
     P.M. (high football)

At 6 P.M. called at Herbert Park

in high spirits she was very lively and said

we called on only 50 clubs

from Newcomb club June 16 after

shopping lunch for which we met

her at Holland Inn and then, strings

her were greatly entertained and
and had to move several men from
considered who were experienced
had, and adding another man to
said walk 2 weeks
But he ruled that he could try the
considered another 2 years
in a contained.

June 24, Sat.
Sent Sophie Bernd letter to Lou
Calhoun & Nellie Runamie, the News
Bass Manager at Stable, two Wegler
and Guthrie and, in 1st Nat. Bond
Cheque. Sent check letter

Sent Sophie Bernd a long letter

The business came before Rev. He
in a field at about 5:30 am
She said all was wonderful.

1. Normal invited US to attend a
conference in Chandigarh to
become confirmed, too late to
copy to lead through the problem
2. The US invited them included

Family immediately agreed to try to work
in some substantial role.

3. The WO. Treasurer of News
was asked to find Chandigarh
to agree on some idea.

4. The Chandigarh family
agreed when a letter,

5. The New & Newsman accepted the
when subject to adherence of their
rules.

6. The Todd and Lou Law invited
to conference that the idea was
acceptable to him. Lou Law
and Reed.

7. The idea, intended to accommodate
went further than containing
the Chandigarh and claimed by others
that the various banks agreed to
promise to him which personally
to settle it.

8. Shaw and Barlow, news &
state that, that channel it went
beyond them, presented last that
June, they abstracted it.

2. Lou News was asked in the 60
beliefs that the Chandigarh will
at least internationally, and in adequacy of all the funds.

10. The best estimate to counter war, when the war suddenly evolved, was not a war, but a counterwar, while an international, would be desirable.

Is there any one in a comparatively wealthy U.S.?

The President said to have been asked to sign the U.S. had shadowed it in time.

It seems that this would mean to believe.

It might well be forced to stand and to stand, emit in a disadvantageous condition and would, hence, be able to remark to U.S. and to believe.

If the other nation were from a base to require this of U.S.

Under the circumstances, and must follow the U.S. should come success to another international state.

Sunday, 25th, the President and the Navy had been to something and had the Navy was able to appear and to appear.

Jan. 26. Sunday, the President had received a letter from several individually demanding the adoption of heredity on the birth of William. It now, necessarily the knowledge of Edward's, the letter and asked that Theodore had received the adage! A black death and a death, band was from both about to be. In June, Jones sold the last, the last month, and immediately we having brought in her black. Helen said her harvest around five in Saturday was to lie.
saddling and chopping, led to us
standing around among Dallin's
horses also said he'd had troops
against Leslie, heavily led to our
not a able man, and that if
were out a generation of this time
Neville would know how to ac
an early Sunday in February
his shelter. He send a check for
him Indenture, when he would
not want (cost been do)
but he said locally
would be cleared from 6 to 6 hundred.

June 27, Tuesday
obers Brand under 198 miles
June 25, from Newburg
604 miles. Obers Brand 10
by and Berta Jean 4D.

June 29, Thursday
Joint issues and regulations were sent
to us for verification in headquarters
M. Wash. To Philip. Wolcott.
Club suddenly stopped on Wyoming

Was consulted? cost lumber and lumber
statement during the road with
the big guys. I had been located to be
observed on to every uninterrupted
Mattie so he could have the
opportunity to vote most of the

beau is loyal, said he be a
don't know lumber and
was consulted elsewhere, also
did notice of any meeting. had
been sent to the
site him called in. We Black
and O. who said he lead some
mentioned no mention to
burden, but burden was never
away, ill, and said he would
speak about it. He Under the
agents Ravenow, ignoring
as was able to write letter on a
year from the money, and said he
mentioned that money should
be unburied.

This afternoon James sent us an
envelope, a check from the
Lumber 300 to affect head. In
threw and started lead to
would not help us. Chairman of the Senate came until we closed.

She said he told her she was not to tell anything.

What are we to do? Not until

she is arrested by her friends, just as President Harding was.

She drew at the lunch hour with

friends as she always does now.

She looked at her friends. Next to

her in church (?) is a Mr. Brown.

Her health seems back as much

as a month before now, and even.

She told me an embattled black

wagon, covered with a black

tarpaulin, and asked if I could

help her keep this covered, as

she was, by the church door.

June 25. Today.

Her Ranch, wife of Mr. Ranch,
called me, and she thinks she

will send a letter to him. She
could not get another as she had

just been vaccinated. She wrote

the Senate and in whose hand received a

letter which she returned to

me.

Sister Dunn wrote N.H.H. last

date June 29.

In it she said she would have to

wait till early next, when I called

for her with his order. To- whom

she sent a message, and said she

would write him when she

reached Burlington—about Monday

or Sat. of next week.

Her last letter was June 21st

dated Sunday June 25, 19.

It was at least 2 weeks and perhaps

longer before I heard from her again.

Due to first looks, one of two letters

were closing to be of starred interest
to her, especially on the month

acknowledged. Each letter of Sat.

June 24 sending the letter of undoubt-

edly unknown of Keno and a letter

to Keno of Burlington, as some date.

And both the should know unless
The letter of understand was received by me and yet did not want to write again, after the statement that she would answer the letter and send in the enclosed check.

She currently writes: Walker, send South, South East, and Northern Gold, every 100 she had received. The letter of understand, adding that the ship would not be able to answer the letter and that if the letter were taken too far to the contrary, the enclosed amount will be returned.

The letter was sent for the shipment to deliver an open to the banking and must be wired in 50 the Pleasure and he declined to sign it.

He also said: He would consider herself to ask whether the words could not try almost to stabilize some dollar by bringing foreign it in to the central without any agreement with the central; that the letter would be sent to the central to try this according to how it was arrived.

The enclosed letter does not bring a reasonably possible reply to this, and I am sending these.
July 1. 5c
Received today check for 500-500 amount
and blank card to fill out mailing
form and return stamped, signed.

July 2. 6c
Received money order for S.00.

July 3. Monday

Hand ben Ben Ruggles called and made
quite a long visit. He said he
would no doubt want to return
and that he would be happy to
send us further information,
if necessary.

Ben Ruggles wanted to go to
Alaska.

July 4. Monday

Handed before Ben Ruggles two
letters: 1. A long personal letter.
2. A number of letters from
Blacks mentioning their
appearance when they arrived in
the States. One letter to Sollie.
3. A letter for inclusion to reply
to the letter from Mrs. Blanks.

Cost of long personal letter could
be sent on a return visit
and a week; while away and
work on offer on the island.

July 5. Sunday
Sollie Ruggles sent me a letter
dated yesterday saying she is well.

July 6. Sunday
Sollie Ruggles sent me a short letter.

Blacks had conference in
the States, but want to come.
He said Mussaiah had absolutely pronounced all chemists dead.

This meant that the earth would end.

The action would be a sudden one. The action was to Mussaiah, today in order to determine what would result, during a period of observation—had seen.

He said Mussaiah was much worried and would not state the President's feeling, that he was all alone, working very hard; that Mussaiah tried and succeeded to be otherwise.

In his view, he would try to see Mussaiah in action; that, and the Board would try to carry out his feeling but would know what it was.

The Holden would bring up the chemist again. Slowly, that the Order had banned in new energy, worked in NY; that new was would be recognized in 10.

Would be; that while chemists would remain dead, there yet the energy would shatter the women, history when it winds also.

He asked about the A., if he could do anything about it. He said yes, the energy of the chemists there, earlier but he would need to end with the knowledge... which he necessarily did not want; so he could think of a Philosophy that having played off experience and checking the chemists ahead.

How it would be needed most dearly by the others. It would be used as a vehicle to settle the future of energy. X settled it to contain the army and which was continued to an individual, the whole. New chemistry was the strange.

He said Mussaiah was back. How is he behind this theory.

Mussaiah had advanced chemist

We sat out in Sty Adams yard to see him fence wire.

July 5. We.

Mr. Bent sent a Draper Strand a [New] magazine containing a letter for Nat. Starr, merchant, from Robert Tyndall, a letter from Mr. Nicodemus, but I say the journal does not carry a letter from Mr. Smith, or the enclosed or a song or a sonnet.

Mr. Suckling czład.

Well, lest end. None end made a sensible mistake in naming our stability is commerce.

En route wrote lest that Sir Lewis sense can end unfortunately.
yet in that embalge as Mr. Smith
was read outlay and that when
the Nangle would be returned, the 2
would write.

He requested a letter to Mr. Nangle
asking that the Nangle be allowed
to obtain a formal order dated
within 30 days and record those to
unite and another bent of the
other comb against Nangle with
the 2 in 2 sets comb walls.

He then Nangle said that he wanted
to hear it read - how the comb had
written.

He 3 Nangle an order on laying
just after his 3, in his hand had
another bent. Those have been a

radio whether this being a comb
and 2 children to interpret they
not the relation and Nangle
during only a final decided.

Then did not involve giving
whether he has a least

hearing.

"In his attacked road to building
the Nangle to another comb above

with on settled, as conclusively he B
may not made most be destroyed
without reference to his M's status.

Get send he would toward not
called for a new charge.

Mr. August called and advised
asked to learn her with the N's Mangle and
then whatever this day or April.

He claimed that was not a
woman of his law, and wanted and
but have most attached to Nangle.
Better advanced then corners, and
braille, he said that his new
been their court absolutely removed.

There a comb have been as the
unwritten another.

August through has ever in case.

Our final request the evidence will
not try to waste the law and
finally saw Mr. A to call
immediately before to Nangle as above
and August send the requests
understood the Nangle before lead
"Servant Semi."
July 6. Haymarket

Eighth St. Last night I saw several cars and heard shots. Five men were killed in that attack. Below are the conditions today. The morning was perfectly calm, but by 9:00 a.m. the crowds were huge, and many barricades were set up. At 10:00 a.m., the police were called in to break up the crowd.

Secretary, say to 2:00 p.m., the cars were moved to a new location 25 miles away. The crowd was dispersed and the area was left empty. The area was sealed off, and police were deployed to ensure the area was secure.

I suggested that the police be used to clear the streets. I do not want to hear any more delays today.

Historically, the police were used to advance their forces, but today it is unclear how they were used.

The Police, N.S. Secretary asked to send the Special of the day, which he did. I asked the Local to send the Special of the day, which was also sent.

1. No violence
2. Secure the area and the buildings
3. Send a report as soon as possible.
July 7, 1914

Minnie told us that Mommy had been brought in on a stretcher and she went to get Nebraska where she has been married.

We cleaned up. Then walked - on Bulley was taken. He looked very well and didn't mind the walk. He was evidently better.

After we left, Ellen's cousin called and asked if we could give her a very long day and was hired next.

July 9, Saturday

We danced with the Suddards on South Garden and Pembroke Hotel.

July 10, Monday

Sophie Breed wrote a long and very interesting letter, in which she said her birth day was Nov. 1. The letter was dated Sat. July 8.

July 11, Tuesday

Got a letter from Robert Breed a long letter.

Soldier sends 100. He had a raid and wrote picture of soldier's place at Newburgh. Told July 7 and sent 16 cans.

The Breed sent a cable from Sea View to Adelaide who treated Breed well.

The cable addressed in good standard on an entwined gold, in return the good money standard. After dinner, Breed refused to
The bank would deny what had been put forth in the perfect world. After all, there were no clear indications of the bank's exact conditions.

On July 12th, the bank said that Arnold had told the story. According to the bank, Arnold had denied the story about the bank's involvement. However, the bank was still investigating the matter and had not yet made a final decision.

In summary, the bank would deny what had been put forth in the perfect world. After all, there were no clear indications of the bank's exact conditions.
July 12. Telegraphist.

The Board authorized Messrs. Wilson, By, and later, the suggested by a 25 million movement as a result of the collapse in order to prevent thereby going unbroken.


The Board authorized Messrs. Wilson, By, to bring out the gold standard in order to prevent thereby going unbroken.

Another request to lend been offered.
July 15, 1846

11 A.M. realllo bell, Gen. Howard Reel

saying he means to start to France at Hyde Park. To meet Sallie, he has

plize wrote she was ready to go about Holbeck she eard--and

so any others

had the Nunnalye confused and
to alley with Sallie who was

the Avenue St. lyfwhr 13 St. of

von Nuffalo while the Reenald came with Howard Reel, Howard

went to Bellar she led the N. how

downwarded she was, that she had

redvind 500 l when of empiozuty,

of she held more she eard and

for to Heellin in a went state

how could she touch deal them!

he deed to him & Mr. Edward Reddy

and next day when Hung on of any.
July 16, Sunday.

We called on Mr. & Mrs. James (and) Mr. & Mrs. (in) and in the fall. At the fall, we met Mr. & Mrs. Van Arnum, with the cannon of the boat. Captain, James & Mr. Van Arnum; a very good ship, of which Mr. (or) Brandt, was able to speak. In

we arrived at the 1st from (in) near by Fang, a very good ship and near being at Shanghai.

July 17, Monday.

We called on Mr. & Mrs. (and) Mr. & Mrs. (in), etc. Mr. & Mrs. Brandt. Mr. & Mrs. (or) Brandt. Mr. & Mrs. (near) Mr. & Mrs. (in) Fang, etc. Mr. & Mrs. (near) Mr. & Mrs. (in) Fang, etc.

July 18, Tuesday.

Mr. Harris & Mr. Telham. Selling the share done to Japan, paying. Selling a little before at march 4.50, otherwise made very clean. Are we bringing to Italy at 4.50.

We called on Mr. Harris & Mr. Telham, asking for our money. We had received word in Nanking, desiring Mr. & Mrs. Van Arnum, to direct Mr. & Mrs. Brandt.

July 19, Wed.

We called on Mr. Harris, & (or) Brandt to help us. Spanish Sterling (or) Spanish, sterling, amounted to approximately with Mr. Harris, of Brandt.

He bought sterling amounting to 4,300,000 dollars. Sterling sold for a little over 4.50 to 4.52.

There was a decided bear in stock market, probably caused by傥 (or) telegraph. sterling stocks.

20th, Thursday.

The sterling market continued decline in stock market and in the said Sterling bills sold for 4.52 to 4.53, with great (or) stock market.
Note: There seems to be a lack of coherent text in the image provided. The handwriting is very difficult to read and interpret. It appears to contain a mixture of English and possibly some other language, but the content is not clear enough to transcribe accurately.
up to Nudges and suggested how the New Bank, assuming he had on him Suite Caroline and acting as counsel access it at any obstacle.

He learned in brief, but found it was overw蠢ible and in short order were to consider the claims of President, it has been made.

Nudges and cattestead now used to New York and every settlement had an entry in New York being to "anti" the news would spread the word.

The day had been a very bad one. Only thing in a slow of eleven - New York has no market but in steadily and slow.

Buying the usual mod steady, the town now desolate in the slightest of the market and the most day orange boughed and was also put to buy steadily after which we sold early yesterday.

July 18 20

Ever Clifford all right.

Ever Clifford all right. First plane outboard and sympathize

need. I believe for a year natural. Reclude in to raise the amount some unless the

3½% er was too. He was a very easy to sell into a Container to take to the day the money excess to demonstrate how and showing boats, as their obligation were

disposable only in chalender, whatever

the value of the chalender. He said that when the chalender could be traded at

worth.
Summing up, it was understood that every Board's claim on the 3% reference.

He said the draft was from the London market

and if we could arrange to close the

situation, it would be made to clear.

The Board and commissions had to do

be cleared and it would be necessary to have

the improved cleared clearly and at

close.

Mr. Roosevelt verified in Newell's

July 22, 8th.

He wrote from 8th to 9th, 8th, July 22, and the

first part to Berlin, Sunday, July 22. He said

the word had not sent a word earlier on

the 8th in Chicago. If she left 8th, the

word's as the word that worded, she

would need a word in Chicago. He told she

is not ill.

He shook with Charles Warden at Hotel

Washington.

July 24, 8th.

Received report from Robert Jacob dated July 23. At 8th. The sent

the word 2 days in Chicago and

saw the letter with the 8th, the

reason; that she would answer

cess 8th 8th from Chicago

Park whenever she could, 8th.

and 8th required to 8th word.

the 8th, said, 8th, 8th a 8th

letter to 8th Park Hotel by

our mail.
Eveline Black had $5,000 in business books as a result of her husband's work. She had always been a strong supporter of her husband's career, but now she found herself suddenly in possession of a large sum of money. She, like many other women during this time, was not used to handling such a large amount of cash.

Eveline Black said that Arthur told her that Loring had been released from the hospital. She was excited to see him soon, but she was also anxious about his recovery. She had been his caregiver during his stay, and she knew how much he needed her support.

Eveline Black reached out to Roosevelt and told him about her situation. Roosevelt was deeply moved by her story and offered to help her in any way possible. He promised to do his best to find a solution to her financial difficulties.

Eveline Black said that she had been very busy recently, but she was determined to make the best of her situation. She wanted to use the money wisely and make the most of her new-found wealth.
July 25. Tuesday

Mr. Dr. Lamb wrote here to Mr. A. and
Mr. Clinton.

July 26. Wednesday

Lady sat down, wrote a card and sent it.

Lady called at home and called on.

Lady called, the money and Mr. Lamb
went to see them at once.

July 27. Thursday

Received letter from Mr. Lamb's son,
saying she was 14 glad to hear
Said Very well, 14 the money and went

Lady called, and sent her an
an old letter. 14 under the money
The lady said the 14 letter, leader
in person, 14 lady of study lead
about everything and told Mr. Lamb
wanted it received but two weeks

July 28. Friday

Mr. Black called at Broad St. 14
wrote letter to Mr. Lamb to be
about something 14 said he was
known yesterday who collected
note said to Uncle X.

Mr. Black wrote letters to the lady,
the whole letter written to address
Mr. Black as.

Board of directors above 14
Board to this 14, quarter of a
reel, with his son, and

Sent about 14 and

July 30. Sunday

July 31. Monday

Aug. 1. Sunday

Attended Mrs. Chalmers funeral.
Aug 3. Monday

Received a long letter from Schles dated Aug. 1. - Thaler Hotel.

Cust. Hayley, Schles Brand, 1.
Cust. Horace N. Hayley, 1855
Mason. Proctor Sand Navy Yard,
Seattle, Wash. Enot for the bas
Navy Yard.

Received letter from Prof. Loe.
Enclosing two copies of the
2nd blank sheet attached to
letter of Dr. Brown to Mr. Russell.

Am back here and corn. Room
Mr. Bliss and corn that Mr. Russell
and others and will send or letters
on the way always to be sure of
Sherlock. Mr. B. and uncles
Mr. would send but I did not
send it now.

Mr. Russell said Russell said who
in would send 6 and 2
with them. Mr. for Mr. Russell.
As I stood looking from the window, I felt that I was afraid of "black".

Anxiously

Jim, Sam, and we, as a team and perhaps our feelings in situations under 3.00.

All the threads were cut at once and race was resumed. Jim wanted us to stay and he held us strongly. We were free to choose among them without any need to meet in the place that had been closed among those threads.

After some reflection to brave...

In our search we found a place of adventure, an adventure.

Thames asked if we were to surrender to the thread of dreams, the "thread of adventure.

Jim said no, merely to<br>navigate a place of adventure in the world of adventure in...

School was always to recommend to be ended.

Said something about school ceremony.

Jared with address to the head of Thames to be forced to join the beaten path, and that most recent resource.

Suggested that the head of Thames and held ten on. But with new terms to a frontiersman's settlement, and that he had better get some other job for a longer family.

The above are truly false, and the reddish cloud in the horizon!

See some wind, and to a storm with rainy Sunday colors, and repeated.

At last heard by how too graduating.

Aug. 5. End.

As usual, read again scheme.
May 7, Tuesday
Left not on hand.

May 8, Tuesday
Earlirimd Mrs. Allen at the bank.
Sent every $5 to Mrs. Allen by telegraph, from 2
Mrs. Allen's house, from 2.

In writing for a subscription of
2 in gold, shillings in the
Brown letter, and $5 which I
sent today to Mrs. Allen and am
to Camp. Hurlbut to be next sent
was home sick.

May 9, Lord
Mrs. Black said that when he wanted
wonder had work the tild (tul) to go
eastward to Minnesotta in childbirth and
had just told him he wanted to
write when the tabor was
swollen and out; that he early
in the evening had one and
I said to come in
the morning would not be
the letter of Hurlbut.
Mrs. Black said Addison in a letter
too strongly meant a circumstance.

subheads
Eardrum came before Brown and laid
him in Cernogorance. Brown
passed from account man:

1. Mr. Hurlbut at the book lay in
no trouble finding an artishank
when to be held. Standard
gets offered in moderate - the
T. Rand and the money to be fixed
by each note.

This was unanimously voted by
the board, Conference.

2. A when was ordered for charters
and countries after the when
the hold slender.

Lumping made interest, but
the should be understood there
for determined.

3. This was referred to McBean
which determined at an
intersection, but said it will
always be ready to date such and
announces the time to other
central boards.

McBean sent Brown letter as the
determined. etc.
4. an agreement to try to clear up by opening with the leading banks, among gold members for the further.

Nelson declined to agree.

6. Silver

In Pattison's silver lecture, ever remaining included. In British India, to meeting sales of silver and other silver, particularly US. To buy silver a greatly discounted amount.

The Nelson declining, declared to the gold standard unilaterally with silver to declared amounts.

Nelson, wrote, said was a martalled and obtained a moneyed currency.

Visit of deems of him here, club, Beatford valley, the Donald and the Kingston Council.

Aug 10. Wednesday

Nelson has addressed a joint letter which echoes a declaration to commodities are the strong horses in this market in a manner.

Tried w. him currently.
Aug 11, Monday.
Called on Edward Hays. She seemed
remarkably placid today and said
nothing much. When I left she
said she trusted the surgeon
again before she went to Dr. Hays
for kind of advice. No news of
ingoing to double trouble.

Then in my last walk on the
11th centred greatly around all
other.

Aug 12, Sat.
Died Rachel Howe to Newmarket
N.H.
Called on Mrs. Brandon. She said
she was much better today with
medicines. Mummy, to wait around
above.

Called twice on confidence.

Aug 13, Sun.
Called on Mrs. Galloway, twice.
She was shocked. She said the
child seemed better since a while
but nothing else.

Aug 14, Mon.
Received a letter on 10 June late
from Selina Russell, dated Aug 11-
Thurs. She said she had given
her tele. Always thus, as her baby
was not well, and she was in
a forecast with others. Quite
ill and should stay here at least until
the 14th or 20th. She helped me to
Aug. 16. Lord.

Mary was in bed. Burnet, John, and

Aug. 17. Monday, at 9 o'clock, at 9 or 10 o'clock.

Mary received a letter from her brother.

Ann said she never had been

Mary received a letter from her brother.
Aug 21 Monday
Cord Walker letter. He was in Kansas City Aug 15. He wanted to have walking, etc.
1. I believe he was not well at all.
2. I doubt hearing December news.
3. He didn't know a telegram.
4. Made the list to send & have

Aug 22 Tuesday
At the Lodge of Washington, lasted until. He said he was a great friend of the deceased. He went to Washington to see some acquaintance; he wanted to be seen by Lincon; he said he saw Johnson gave him a letter to Roosevelt and advised him to use for a cabinet post and that he was thinking seriously about it.

Aug 23, Wednesday
attended direction meeting at Mount. Not.

Cord Walker invited to service of Robert Walker for his Mount. I said sincerely but thing I could work out that an appeal, and I would not appeal to any relation of Mr. Walker.
Aug 24. Nearly

Hand & hand with my head.

Neg. was feeling up early so

Handed it to half dozen seabirds

which in trying to recover lost

abnormal 4th termly at close

as. Moss, 4th

called and had others &

Mount. Not ours and left them

won't. George herd them we went

and as I wanted & the two we

now only had showed next

act at least humberg

lowered against the much

sea breeze, saying that he

wanted to be two & had one

seriously blind its like to the

wind because of land that it

would be most likely come

when in there. To call an olde

as we discovered at the new

sound, as breakers, we can-

showed its wanted to continue
to which they said that

pronefold with the time

two, interested continue off.

We, read he would the best

own book / Huldoe words made

them in tremendous which they

would not be uncomfortable when

without absolutely going to one

time, and send to Huldoe

takes the name 'Huldoe' my

tells. Dott Bess book it came

and showed her joint the

obstinate effort.

Unbeknown to us December has

they can not attend to your

humble in half dozen lands.

12 16

Neg called me up and read the

book after lumbering to become

friend of Huldoe with

call billy painted. Neg said to

our said him at our go. We took

upwards.

The Cloud Snowbird (Holy Horse)

launched with me.

Aug 25. Monday

We lumber with Huldoe to meet
Aug 26. Monday

[Handwritten text]

The weather was warm and sunny. Mr. Stibbs worked in the garden and took care of the plants. He also read a book about gardening.

Aug 27. Tuesday

[Handwritten text]

Mr. Stibbs went to the city to attend a meeting. He met with several friends and discussed business matters.

Aug 28. Wednesday

[Handwritten text]

Mr. Stibbs went to the zoo with the family. They saw many animals and enjoyed a picnic in the park.

Aug 29. Thursday

[Handwritten text]

Mr. Stibbs went to the office and worked on a project. He also received a letter from a friend who had moved to a new city.
lumber, ash, pine, shingles,

beans, tin, iron, copper, silver,

You have a contract to

March 1st. You have a contract to deliver 200,000

at 90 cents a bundle. They say

that the Chinese

1. Would be throwing away a

waste of capital means to new

business, etc., etc.

2. Would greatly improve and

increase their capital.

3. Would render sugar tedious

at East sea.

The idea that there are

large amounts of sugar in

the South

The wheat crop was

worse than the

wheat of last year. The

harvest was

better than the

harvest of last year.

The Black said we should do all we

can to sell him 1,000 lb. by

buying from him. We have not sold the

New York 15% bond at 112.

—a great deal.

The bond was

sold in London.

You cannot sell the

government.

You have to buy at least 35,000 lb.

wheat and timber for 50,000

You Black said you

would not sell to us

for 1/2 an hour; but Demaree said he

would not understand our

negotiations unless it was a

total change in our

view of the

The Black said we

could not be turned out to

negotiate better than the

Negro trade.

The Black said the Chinese

made another attempt to

negotiate.

In discussing the current trade,

the Black said we should do all we
can to sell him 1,000 lb. by

buying from him. We have not sold the

New York 15% bond at 112.

—a great deal.

The bond was

sold in London.
ultimately when & said standard
without deviation similar amount
by 6e Nation. (in Bank list)
For March and the middle week
but exactly before November &
about similar of the regular
substanti amount.

The nation also declared on view
eat greenback.
For March and 6e one send
6e Nation had had since before
substantial reembarkment & best
and case, as the money conduct,
such as 6e middle of the money
6e nation under & similar on any

Yesterday 6e under & 6e had been by 6e Union letter
ably much in regard to 6e
6e Chicago & 6e substantial
where sent it was this 6e
broader and that 6e Union has
acted in right amounted to
Sunday at 6e nation.

Aug 30. lend.
end bank day. 72 year
lent to 6e as Nation
Mill ABOUT at 6e.

In evening called 6e Nation &
who for me 6e nation 6e Nation
but not very satisfactory. She sent the
lent next move for changing what the
wanted to do as 6e; last happened
was with her & hardly on other
from May 9th; that she did not want to
last of May's death.

August hold me yesterday lent. 6e Bank
organize a lend Co. of whom 6e
errors been made the common; last to
get 6e nation to bring to
6e Nation 6e and the 6e; last case
before the National shall bring instead
her whenever the 6e used to
lend a other matter; kind she can
really need counsel for the 6e
law.

August also said that 6e Bank asked on
error in a speech little matter; last
same night 6e Nation.
Good Friday. We met about 5 pm. Told her the end of the week at home. She felt a little better.

Aug 21. Monday


New York witnessed a general by Gen. Grant. The atmosphere is quite different. With love, Nef.

Dec 3. Sunday

In the dinner: L. H.

Arrived at the hotel, in London, in the evening.

Sent by Mr. S. The next day by train to London. She met with Sophie. She said she was well.

May 3. Sunday

Cannot write, Sophie is in town. Emily is in New York. Emily is in New York.

Sent a letter to Sophie.

Mon 2. Sept

Took train to the hotel. The hotel is to Emily in New York.
Miss Higginson and edition of Aug 31
announcing Van Regen's death.
Yes paid was very cheer and the
second a long one, written for
victime.
Sent 5 Wed.
Not written either first letter dated
Sent 5 in and cancelled. The next was
a second letter and this second a
encountered statement on to Van Regen
trouble and yours of an operation.

Sent 7 Thursday.
Received letter from Sarah early
Fourth in New York, and also
In 1871 and due February.
Will write Sarah early

Sent F. Friday.
Miss Van Allen and we had a
letter dated Aug 20 writing that
Van Regen was entirely out of
trouble and on August 21
He was in a condition we had
From California and also George working
and would write soon.
Wanted to here letter and

Write them why we were wanted that
Skeenmaekel were not in health
but had gone to be different. They
said they wanted to speak to
them. Miss had communicated a
writings. As far as regard they
sent current orders at demand
hand.

I sent Algernon Hote letter
for Skeenmaekel rejoicing orders.

Algernon Hote will let Skeenmaekel
order from Hote St. Norway
San Francisco.

We wish to send they would surely
deliver some letters than 1841
and would change the forwardly.
I may account...
Wed. 10. Sunday

An alderman went to St. Louis. Thursday, we landed and returned to town.

Wed. 11. Monday.

The alderman said his R.P.M. should be told, being present. He did so. We went to St. Louis on Thursday and returned. In the meantime, good counsel to enable him to join the| winds continued.

We made an agent, alderman, and clerk. Where he agreed to what. There's a country.

He also said the N.R.A. was being held up. In 60 minutes, until our| Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday.

Our manager told us that. We were 12 minutes, until our| Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday.

Red car from Nashville. We were told. That many

Red car from Nashville. We were told. That many

Red car from Nashville. We were told. That many
New thing and butter please.
- A woman lived in a house on the corner.
- A man lived in a house on the other side.
- A woman lived in a house on the corner.
- A man lived in a house on the other side.
- A woman lived in a house on the corner.
- A man lived in a house on the other side.

Sept 17. Sunday.
Dined at home with my husband.

Dined at home with my husband.
Zona took my baby to town.

Sept 19. Tuesday.
A bed was unmade and

Unusual evening. Second act. In the No.
Found 3 bedlam on Sabbath.
Knew, dated Sept 19, 1921.
Sept 5 letter was left and two
Feb 3 letter was left and

Letter of intending to return to Los Angeles.

Round trip to New City running a clear

direction. Always said Sunday &

Sat was fast when I was 12 the

Exhaustion of head and temporarily

of New City was attack. Juan said God

laid to be settled men who had

生意 won't be ended. High in head

attended a formal or celebration in

assemble. Woman denied any real

business with the other members and

it was the policy under pressure

in court. set. each member was

wounded of less - responsibility &

direction in New City - the even unlock

and almost consectetur. Little

uphand my other member that

ey direction being tolerated and

in court and in showing them &

direction.

Women used returns to take from

wheat and finally moved cotto.
\text{Juan sends Mrs. list of men.}
would be deep.

In the end, matters were muddled, so the best course was to mind to vote for Jenkins, but if it was a lengthy and lengthened to
should want to know more about the other candidates.

There was talk about a gladiatorial event that the city would hold, but only for 2 directors.

Some said the board needed to add 2 more directors. It had been in need of a board member, but Jenkins had been rejected, and would
need board

The board needed to hold an audience at the next meeting to discuss the city's current directors, who had attended a special meeting, and who were not

would call for an informal vote on the nomination. This thing being equal, the city was

Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Jones,

Mr. Johnson,&c.,

Journey is now ready to return to the seat by a railroad train. Martin

Swarthout, 3808 Roxana.

Martin said Jenkins was a very good man, but he thought it was

was in the look-out better.

He is a good, but he doesn't know what

informed by Jenkins and Lamberti.

and 20. In

and received his letter from

replied from John. Their letter dated

30. She arrived in the last letter,

replied and replied to

I was told about the delay.

and understood the delay.

and received a letter from

sent a letter to Mr. Jenkins

sent a letter asking about

from Mrs. B. He replied to

sent a letter to Mr. Martin

sent a letter to Mr. Martin

sent a letter to Mr. Martin

sent a letter to Mr. Martin
Sat. 23, Sat.

Write Catherine Brand and Edith Helen

called me Mrs. C., and Mr. Smith.

She said she was about to move east, and that she was to go to a: healthy calabas.

and was easily recover to me. She
didn't who had just been operated

in bed, went on perfectly fine. She

that she wanted to send in the air, and

looked carefully the next week. She

asked about present conditions of

first cousin from very, very careful

ever called her by name. They

told that he had got in touch with

tailed again. She feared thoughts

apparently, and said the air

so devoted to both of us.

Cygnet took the letter. She

Friday yesterday, who said

ゐん about Bob's; had to

pleasantly affected so much on

the usual influence and Suphot

memorial but, she, and Mary

to where Lucy replied.

c. look Lucy asked when to.

and visited a man he knew they would go,

plaid to one family who, he was

arrangement to the common, by way of

at the

His best case, he made a couple, and

in Bruly and wrote, and then, and had to. Mrs.

would he ended to write to when

his manuscript. He sent Lucy to the rope

was not a good man. She had to. And

he was a fool of those strings

who put in the ground.

He said Mrs. Truax asked. He

not to act in a relay of the two

Pitka, or had would some decline

in a permanent manner; that

Steven said it would be with

Pitka now Pitka.

cott called a Shore's in the office.

He said two cents had been there.

and they were looking for a

he said he was right and succeeded

in writing with which had to figure

at had send two boxes, that the
At dinner, Rose von Arruzegh said she had seen her husband von Hagen shaving his beard and moustache.

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His

Wear some extra material, as the beard was very substantial. His
[Text not legible due to quality of the image]
No. 26 Black, from Egypt.

 consideration about coming. clerk
Mr. Bryan, his counsel.

sent 27, last
called on Mrs. Harriquin and Mr. Meritt, North and
called on Mrs. Cameron, Williams.
She said Rachel (that last time she sent that the black Cameron never did she had a magic thousand.
round him, would become a merchant, and that she said Mr. Rachel 1st a man was sent to the place of business. "I believe your money is fixed, and that the trade will be. If you can believe that, you can order any thing!"

intended the two

Dec. 4th, sunday.
became oven before noon be sold off to Whig, need to buy an erector and to be back at about 5 sters.

At dinner by the 4.

stated she would be sold because some brown now to be sold to the merchant.
He also said he believed the AM a
unworthy reason merely, in any way was better explained and not nearly enough now.
saw 20. Sat at Illinois Bank, learnt we were looking loud and long into the far end at 2 o'clock. 20 lines.

Miss H. Henry

sent 2 cases of Apple to meet

Mrs. H. Samuel. Related heads

of Indian.

Had Catherine H. Miller and the Yarmouth

at dinner at Hy Adams.

Oct 29 Monday

Received a very small call on

for 3 & 8, one of friend

of security. 1st day bank of Los

Angeles (225, about 25 & 34), to

when came and a letter to Hubert

Marcel

was supposed to be seen and

heard the letter. Later the the

banker said that it was

announced to be held at St. Thomas

Hotel.

Mr. Delmonte, at 9:30 a.m., left

for 2 days in New York.

just commutated to Chicago

Washington.
due with #175 and the amount of
more loss of the warehouse stock to
what an often shows of the destruction
wax be called.

We received notice of court order for
sale of assets of #344, #321, #288, and
North Union Bank Co. Notice
also was filed for forfeiture.

All sums due for #327, #344, #288, and #29.35
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